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MINUTES FROM THE OPEN AGE & UNDER 18s COMMITTEE MEETING ON MONDAY 21st JUNE 2021 AT 8pm VIA 
ZOOM 

 

Item No Agenda Item Action 

 
 
  

Present:  
Paul Berry (PBe), Liam Horrigan (LH), Steve Moore (SM), Dave 
Whalley (DW), Nikki Whalley (NW), Warren Whalley (WW). 

 
 

1.  Apologies: 
Peter Boden PBo), Rob Campbell (RC), Harry Crank (HC), Mal Holt 
(MH), Neil Hyde (NH). 

 

2. Minutes from the last meeting: 
Minutes from the last meeting, e-mailed to all, were unanimously 
accepted. 

 

3. Matters Arising: 
None (all covered in below items).   
 

 
 

4. Past Players Association: 
LH said that no update received from Jamie Bell or Colin 
Thackeray prior to the meeting. Due to the COVID-19 restrictions 
not being lifted until 19th July it was agreed that we would look at 
the Crosfields home game on Saturday 24th July to invite all past 
players down.   

 
LH, CT, JB, DW 
 
 
 

5. Season 2021 Update: 
It has been reported back by RFL observers from outside the club 
that what we are doing COVID wise as an Open Age is a lot better 
than other clubs; this is from games that they have attended. 
There is no room for complacency, and we must continue as a 
club to ensure that post protectors, tackling shields, balls are 
regularly disinfected when in use; there can be no excuses for this 
not being done. Also, when any of these items are returned to 
the container, they MUST be wiped down beforehand. Whenever 
NW received further updates from the RFL she will pass the 
information on. 
 

 
NW 

6. RLWC 2021 Grant Update: 
WW had spoken to Matt Taylor (MT) who said that everything is 
ready in the changing rooms for the flooring to be put down and 

 
SM/WW 
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that a painting party would be in place to paint inside the 
changing rooms. SM is on the hunt for another flooring guy as the 
one he had is now not available. The away changing rooms needs 
the flooring putting down. MT finishing the plastic around the 
showers this week. The toilets drainage is all done although some 
joints need looking at as they are leaking. SM to speak to John 
Morris. 
It was agreed to have hand sanitizer units installed in the toilets; 
no water would be needed in the sinks just to the toilets. MH can 
get hold of these. 
Not had any update from Junior Section regarding the painting of 
the toilet block. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MH 
 
 
PBo 
 

7. Any Other Business: 
Volunteer questionnaire - DW to speak to John McMullen at the 
RFL to see when we are likely to hear back from it. 
PBe said that he has spoken to WW and Stuart Pidgeon/Allen 
Wilkinson at Monks to see if the Wales Under 17s can train at 
Monks on Saturday 3rd July (both Open Age teams are away on 
this day). Everything has been agreed for this to take place, using 
the main pitch and also the concert room for video analysis and 
food will be provided. 
WW provided an update from the latest Monks committee 
meeting; the Open Age & Under 18s have paid their yearly 
membership as have Woolston Rovers Football; Monks are still 
awaiting to hear from our Junior Section; WW to speak to PBo. 
Woolston Rovers Football Academy are also now joining Monks 
club. 
 

 
DW 
 
PBe/WW 
 
 
 
 
 
WW/PBo 

8. Date of Next Meeting: 
Monday 19th July at 8.00pm via Zoom. 

 

 
 


